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ROTOCONTROL Expands USA Sales Team
Combined forces with EMT International now providing powerful synergy in manufacturing and service
operations.

LINAU, Germany (September 6, 2018) – In a move to further strengthen its North American
presence, ROTOCONTROL has expanded their USA sales team. The combined forces of EMT
International and ROTOCONTROL now provide a powerful mix of manufacturing expertise and
24-7 service operations for the North American label finishing market.
“ROTOCONTROL’s user-friendly European design coupled with EMT International’s deep
manufacturing and service structure will provide the North American market with the best
equipment and support,” said Anthony Driscoll, marketing/sales representative for
ROTOCONTROL.
“With an extensive product line of 14 different
available platforms including digital finishing, diecutting, booklet label production, slitter/rewinder
models and semi to fully automatic turret
equipment, ROTOCONTROL’s Germanengineered technology is a respected
manufacturing entity throughout Europe and also
in this region of the world,” added Jason Schmitt,
eastern regional sales manager for
ROTOCONTROL.
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The new ROTOCONTROL USA team includes
Marco Aengenvoort, Anthony Driscoll, Jason Schmitt, Jim Driscoll, Chris Roque, and industry
veteran Denny McGee. ROTOCONTROL is also represented in Canada by Northern-GraphicSolutions.
A kick-off sales meeting was recently held at EMT International headquarters in Green Bay, WI
and the team will meet the industry at the upcoming Labelexpo Americas on the joint
EMT/ROTOCONTROL booth 3511, in hall C. A DT-Series 340 for advanced finishing of digitally
preprinted label rolls, the FC-Series 540 fully-automatic turret for rewinding of pressure sensitive
self-adhesive labels, and the RSC-Series 440 high-performance, compact, extremely robust
label slitter/rewinder will be demonstrated.
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ROTOCONTROL RSC inspection slitter rewinders are also available for demonstration at EMT
International headquarters in Green Bay, WI. Beginning in October 2018, the DT-Series digital
finishing line and a fast change Turret will also be on-site for demonstrations.
About EMT International, Inc.
With over 80 years’ experience, EMT International, Inc. is recognized as a world leader in
engineering and manufacturing superior quality finishing equipment & accessories and web
transport solutions, serving OEM and converting customers worldwide in label and packaging
printing, paper, and document processing industries. EMT has the design and development
expertise to create highly customized, application-driven solutions in offset, flexo and digital
inkjet technologies.
Headquartered in Northeast Wisconsin, EMT’s global success was built on a reputation for
innovative and robust product designs and a customer first service mindset. Exceptional
customer satisfaction is integral to the entire EMT team.
EMT International, Inc. - Fast, flexible, always reliable.
www.emtinternational.com

About Rotocontrol International GmbH
ROTOCONTROL, a wholly owned subsidiary of EMT International (www.emtinternational.com),
designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label inspection, slitting,
rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels, for converters in the
narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers machines from smaller basic
rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo
technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
With production facilities, sales, and service in Germany and the USA, ROTOCONTROL
maintains the highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility
with a focus on operator safety and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the
finishing of label products.
Meet us at the Finish Line
www.rotocontrol.com
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